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1. Introduction 

Prize Studio Ministries proposes to implement a project aimed at providing education sponsorship 

to children who lack access to resources (finance and other school necessities) necessary for them 

to attend school and acquire education. The project will be implemented in Lwamata Sub county, 

Kiboga district in the Central region of Uganda. The decision to implement the project was 

prompted by the fact that the targeted children were previously being sponsored by Prize Studio 

Ministries using funding from our donors, until such a time when the COVID-19 pandemic 

situation set in and disorganized the income patterns and trends of our donors, which in turn caused 

them to stop providing the sponsorship.  

Our organization believes that sourcing sponsorship elsewhere from other willing donors and well-

wishers could go a long way in enabling Prize Studio Ministries to fulfill this noble cause of 

facilitating the targeted children to acquire education just like the other children in the country. It 

is for this reason that our organization is looking for assistance in order to be able to provide 

education sponsorship to the children. 

2. Project description 

The project will be an undertaking of providing education sponsorship to needy children (refer to 

attached Annex showing details of targeted children) in the Lwamata Sub county, Kiboga district. 

The aim is to enable these children to be able to access education just like any other child in the 

country.  

The proposed sponsorship will be in form of money to pay school fees; scholastic materials; 

personal necessities used at school for example a school uniform and school bag among other 

things.  

3. Project rationale 

Lwamata sub county is one of the areas in Uganda with many needy children who lack access to 

resources that would enable them to acquire education. The targeted children were previously 

being sponsored by Prize Studio Ministries using financial assistance from individual and 

corporate well-wishers, and donors. 

However, when the COVID-19 pandemic struck in March 2020 and the second wave later in 2021, 

the country was put into a lockdown. The instituted Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

included strict restrictions on travel; closure of certain economic activities because of their 

operational nature which allows gatherings of customers (for example markets etc) and reduction 

of staffing levels for those businesses which were being allowed to operate but with less number 

of employees (at about 20% of the workforce). 

The lockdown restrictions affected income generation patterns and trends for individuals and 

corporate entities. This left the donors with no capacity to continue providing the sponsorship 

which they used to. This in turn meant that the children who were obtaining sponsorship from such 
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donors could no longer continue with their studies since they would not meet the required school 

fees and other school requirements let alone personal necessities at school.  

In view of the above concerns, the targeted children need to be assisted in order for them to be able 

to access money for paying school fees; scholastic materials, and personal items like school bag 

and school uniform. 

4. Project objectives 

The overall objective of the project is to enable 10 needy children to acquire education sponsorship 

for a period of 3 years. 

The specific objectives are to: 

1. Enable the children to obtain school fees 

2. Enable the children to obtain scholastic materials  

3. Enable the children to obtain school uniforms and school bags 

 

5. Expected results 

The overall result will be a situation whereby the beneficiary children in Lwamata Sub county 

have access to the necessary resources and are able to attend school.  

The specific results will be: 

 Ability to pay the school fees 

 Ability to access scholastic materials 

 Each beneficiary child having a school uniform and a school bag 

 

6. Major activities 

The process of implementing the project is expected to involve carrying the following main 

activities: 

1. School fees payment 

Using the financial support received from donors, our organization will effect necessary payments 

in regard to school fees for each of the sponsored child.  

2. Distribution of scholastic materials 

The organization will distribute an assortment of scholastic materials according to the 

requirements for each class category. Such materials will include but may not be limited to: 

Writing books; Pens; Geometry sets and Graph books. If support is obtained in form of funding, 
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the organization will do the procurement also but if obtained in kind it will go ahead and do the 

distribution as deemed appropriate. 

3. Distribution of personal necessities 

The organization will distribute personal items required for use by a schooling child, for example 

a school uniform and a school bag. If the support is obtained in financial form the organization 

will do the procurement. But if it is obtained in in kind, then the organization will simply go ahead 

and distribute them according to the specific requirements of the children. 

 

7. Monitoring aspects 

The monitoring process will be undertaken by the different stakeholders in their respective 

capacities. At donor level, the donor will monitor progress of the implementation plus the way 

funds are being used. This will be reflected in the progress reports which the implementing 

organization will be documenting. 

At institution level the organization’s leadership, through its authorized representative will monitor 

the payment of school fees and the distribution of scholastic materials and the distribution of school 

uniform and school bags.  

The project implementation process will be monitored physically by being present for example at 

distribution sites and capturing relevant particulars of the beneficiary children plus any other data 

as will be deemed appropriate. Also, some form of monitoring will be done through verifying the 

transaction documents for example school fees payment slips, procurement receipts etc. 
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8. Output framework 

T = Term 

Output Target 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 

T1 T2 T3 TI T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 

Termly school fees payments 135 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Writing books 1620 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 

Pens 270 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

Geometry sets 45 15 - - 15 - - 15 - - 

Graph books 135 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Foot ruler 45 15 - - 15 - - 15 - - 

School bag 45 15 - - 15 - - 15 - - 

School uniforms 45 15 - - 15 - - 15 - - 

Sports wear 45 15 - - 15 - - 15 - - 

 

 

9. Project work plan 

Activity J F M A M J J A S 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 

Payment of school fees √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Distribution of scholastic materials √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Distribution of school bags and uniforms √   √   √   

Distribution of sports wear √   √   √   

M&E activity √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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10. Project budget (USD) 

No Item Qty Rate Amount 

1 Children’s school fees @ 200 per year for 3 years 15 600 9000 

2 Writing books 1620 1 1620 

3 Pens 270 0.25 67.5 

4 Geometry sets 45 1 45 

5 Foot rulers 45 1 45 

6 Graph books 135 1.5 202.5 

7 School bag 45 8 360 

8 School uniform 45 25 1125 

9 Sports wear 45 20 900 

10 Materials transportation 6 200 1200 

11 Administrative and termly M&E expenses 9 200 1800 

 TOTAL   16,365 

 

ANNEX: Details of targeted children 

 

Nakirijja Lillian, aged 5 years, in Middle class (nursery level) 

and her Guardian is Kyobe Edward 

 

Lutaaya Edrine, aged 7 years, in Top class (nursery level) and 

his Guardian is Najjuma Gladys 

 

Nabawanga Joan, aged 11 years, in Primary 4, and her 

Guardian is Muganga Steven 
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Watengeri Edrine, aged 8 years, in Primary 3, and his 

Guardian is Bukenya Francis 

 

Nakanwagi Esther, aged 3 years, in Baby class (nursery), and 

her Guardian is Nankanja Sarah 

 

Namatovu Angel, aged 6 years, in Middle class (nursery 

level) and her Guardian is Nankanja Sarah 

 

Mwesigwa Bethel, aged 5 years, in Middle class (nursery 

level) and his Guardian is Nyende Rhoda 

 

Semwanga Mark, aged 12 years, in Primary 4 and his 

Guardian is Najjuma Sarah 
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Othieno Levi, aged 4 years, in Baby class (nursery level) and 

his Guardian is Kanayiwa Irene 

 

Ninsiima Favor, aged 9 years, in Primary 3, and her Guardian 

is Maama Nuulu 

 

Lukabwe Joram, aged 6 years, in Primary 1, and his Guardian 

is Namuyomba Madrine 

 

Namulindwa Shadia, aged 8 years, in Primary 1, and her 

Guardian is the Grand parent 

 

Nalwadda Janat, aged 10 years, in Primary 5, and her 

Guardian is Nakkazi Aisha 
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Tusabe Moreen, aged 11 years, in Primary 1 and her 

Guardian is Nakayenga Claire 

 

Ndagire Sharon, aged 12 years, in Primary 5 and her 

Guardian is Namukwaya Justine 

 


